Robert Smith
Sound Designer

PERSONAL STATEMENT
As a Sound Designer, responsible for Working with Audio Lead to establish a
strong audio vision and directing for the game that holistically and sonically
matches with other games in the Hi-Rez franchise, etc,.

CONTACT DETAILS
1737 Marshville Road,
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS
Microsoft Office, CeltX,
Project Management,
Interpersonal Skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Sound Designer
ABC Corporation -

2013 – 2015

Responsibilities:
 Playtested the game for both audio QA purposes and to give notes on
the game as a whole.
 Worked with a Gameplay Designer to make sure your sounds are
supporting gameplay mechanics and feedback.
 Collaborated with both the Audio Programmer and the Audio Director to
develop and refine our in-game audio systems and implementation
pipeline.
 Recorded and mixed production audio on set to ensure excellent sound
quality.
 Edited sound using audio backgrounds, audio transitions, ADR, Foley,
and sound effects.
 Mixed, reverbed, and panned the sound using a mixing board to finish
and distribute the film.
 Worked closely with various teams to achieve audio excellence across
all disciplines.

Sound Designer
Delta Corporation -

2010 – 2014

Responsibilities:
 ADR (Automated Dialogue Replacement) Sound design Scriptwriting
Foley Mixing &amp; editing audio/video.
 Included audio consultation, musical composition, and overall sound
design.
 Chose appropriate music and sound effects Edited sound effects and
music quality to match narrative tone Recorded and edited voice overs.
 Input background music, constructed foley, and recorded and edited
dialogue.
 GreenStreet Coffee Co.
 Commercial Advertisement Filmed original footage at the various
locations of GreenStreet Coffee Roasting company and edited it
together to form a commercial advertisement for their website.
 Also used an originally scripted Radio Ad to go along with the video
montage.
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LANGUAGES
English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS
Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES
Reference – 1 (Company
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company
Name)

Education
B.S. in Theatre - 2013(University of Oregon - Umpqua, OR)
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